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Welcome to the
Beldocs Industry 2020
- the main gathering space
for European documentary
film professionals
in the Western Balkans!
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Mara Prohaska Markovic
Festival Director

Currently, it is one of a number of European events trying to find a
creative way to remain authentic and simultaneously adaptable to
changes caused by the global medical crises and the related technobiological concerns.
At least, there is something else that we have in common now, apart
from our devotion to audiovisual art and documentary filmmaking,
that binds us together. We are all thrown out of the comfort zone!
Continual changes in strategic planning, professional disturbances,
reliance on volatile circumstances, questioning responsibilities,
divergence in thoughts on formats of audiovisual events and constant
simultaneity in the realization of multiple scenarios of events, were,
and still are, a collective ‘nightmare’ of the audiovisual industry.
There is no doubt that these are extremely challenging times we are
all currently facing. People with ‘growth mindsets’, who thrive on
challenge and whom we have managed to bring together this year,
will help us navigate through changes, dynamize the network, learn
how to master the challenge, redefine the audiovisual industry, and
make a new ecosystem which will foster the shift to the future.
We are so grateful to all experts, film professionals and participants
from the whole Europe for accepting our kind invitation to meet in

the virtual sphere, as well as to participants who have chosen to
support us by being physically present in Belgrade! We are happy that
the significance of our initiative has been recognized by European
Union through the Creative Europe program, MEDIA subprogram.
Without that support, the development of Beldocs Industry would
not be possible. In addition, we are very grateful to the Ministry
of Culture and Information of the Republic of Serbia and the Film
Centre of Serbia for recognizing Beldocs Industry as the project of
national importance, one that is developing the national audiovisual
art system. A big thanks for support goes to our dear partners – the
Film Centre of Montenegro, the Institute of Documentary Film from
Prague, the Yugoslav Film Archive, Sunny Side of the Doc, Pitch
the Doc, Docudays UA, Cinesquare VoD, Eurovod, Digital Mind,
Thessaloniki Documentary Festival, Al Jazeera Balkans, DOK Serbia,
and Nova Iskra Workspace Dorcol.
Many thanks to all participants who entrusted their films, VR content and
projects to us. We promise to do our best to support and promote you.
Let’s have some inspiring discussions at the first hybrid format of the
Beldocs Industry 2020!
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The Challenge
of Physical Distancing
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Ieva Ūbele
Head of Industry, creative producer

2020 marks the 13th edition of Beldocs International Documentary
Film Festival and a very challenging year in the life of audio-visual
professionals due to global pandemics, which has affected millions
of lives and routines all over the world. Film projects put to halt,
premieres postponed or cancelled, industry events changing dates,
moving to 2021 or going digital. Endless Zoom meetings, pitching
forums and one-to-one meetings taking place online, film screenings
with viewers seated according to physical distancing rules and
longing for bustling atmosphere of the film festivals with all the
informal connections that only physical events can bring. Despite all
our hopes that moving the festival from May to September will allow
us organising a physical event this year we also have chosen to go
digital with most of the industry activities.

2020 also shows the true spirit of documentary filmmakers – they
are going on with their projects despite all kinds of limitations –
developing, editing and pitching them. At Beldocs Industry this year
we have a selection of 25 projects representing 10 countries taking
part in Beldocs Kids&Youth workshop, Beldocs Academy with focus
on VR/AR projects as well as pitching sessions of both Beldocs in
Progress and Serbian Docs in Progress projects that will be presented
to a panel of international decision makers. Our panel discussions will
cover a range of different topics from success stories of pandemics
era to the new ecosystem of distributing documentaries online.
I wish good luck to all the participants and hope that many new
collaborations will come out of this year’s Beldocs Industry events!
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Serbian Docs
in Progress

Serbian Docs in Progress is a platform to present documentary projects from Serbia to international industry.
The aim is to support the production, post-production,
distribution, and visibility of Serbian documentaries at
film festivals, on TV channels and VOD platforms by
presenting the projects to festival programmers, sales
agents, distributors, TV commissioning editors and
potential co-producers.

Award
Beldocs Best project of Serbian Docs in Progress
1000 EUR, cash award, Beldocs IDFF 2020

Tutor

Serbian Docs in Progress will showcase 8 projects in
dif ferent stages of development or production. Every
project will have 7 minutes to pitch including the trailer
and it will be followed by a short Q&A.

Jovana Nikolić

Jovana Nikolić is the main producer of documentary films
The Undertaker (IDFA 2013), The Caviar Connection (IDFA 2008)
and National Park (IDFA 2006). She is a minority co-producer of
the first Swiss-Serbian co-prodution The Shift (in post-production).
She coproduced with ITVS International (US), Cognito Films (CH)
and ARTE (DE), in association with Channel 4 (GB), SVT (SE),
YLE (FI), NRK (NO) etc. She is a founding member of DokSerbia
where she served in 2017 as the President of the Board. Holds a
PhD from the Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Belgrade, with a focus on
the management and production of documentary films. An EAVE,
EURODOC and Berlinale Talents alumna, and an assitant professor
at Academy of Arts in Belgrade and Academy of Arts in Banja Luka.
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Jury

Mette Bjerregaard

Mette Bjerregaard is a Sales Manager for the leading Nordic distributor Danish Broadcasting Corporation covering following territories:
Spain, Portugal, Greece, Cyprus, Eastern Europe, Middle
East, Asia, Australia, NZ, Africa and Latin America. She also handles
selected co-production projects from production to the audience.
She is present at all major TV markets and Festivals.

Sara Pennacchi

Sarah is the award-winning Italian producer based in Trieste. From a
background of international asset management, mainly in Marketing
and Financial European Client Services, Sarah has developed her film
project financing skills. Sarah founded TICO Film in 2005, producing
films with a range of international partners. Her productions were
screened at multiple festivals including Berlinale, Tribeca and Venice
and were broadcasted internationally. Among many, her credits
include The Caring City (2019), Babylon Sisters (2017), Slow Food
Story (2013) and True Legend of Tony Vilar (2006).

Darya Bassel

Born in Ukraine in 1985. Studied German language and literature
in Odessa, after graduating moved to Kyiv and worked in TV and
commercial production as a producer. In 2011 joined the team of
Docudays UA International Human Rights Documentary Film Festival
(Kyiv) where she works to this day as a programmer and industry
head. Parallel to her work at the festival she works in film production.
My father is my mother’s brother directed by Vadym Ilkov (the most
innovative film in the international competition at Visions du reel
2018) was the first film where she worked as associate producer and
festival agent. In 2019 together with Viktoria Khomenko they started
the film production company Moon Man.
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Director, Ana Otasevic, has an outstanding international
career as journalist specialized in international affairs.
She has been working on documentary films for French
and international broadcasters before starting her own
career as a documentarist. She has established her own
production house, DarMar Films.

A Man Sings After The War
Čovek Peva Posle Rata
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Luka Papić was born in Vrbas, Serbia in 1989. Studied
Audio-video technologies BA at Belgrade University from
2008-2011. In 2011. started studies at HFBK Hamburg
Academy of Arts in the Film department. In 2016 finished
MFA studies in the class of Angela Schanelec. Received
Encouraging New Talent Award – grant for the best
graduation work of the 2016, for the short film Grapevines.
During the studies in Hamburg Luka Papić was
supported by K.H. Ditze grant and Freundeskreis project
development fund. Besides directing, works as music
composer for theater and film, and film editor.

Aleksandra Lazarovski is a producer from Serbia.
She has been working and living between Belgrade
and Paris. In France she has built her experience in
production, sales and distribution. Her career is set in a
wider, European landscape. Her talent was recognized on
the international level, which led her to participate in the
prestigious European program Atelier Ludwigsburg-Paris.
Together with two colleagues from Croatia and Bosnia
and Herzegovina, she founded JUGO FILM production
company.

Srdja Vučo was born in Belgrade in 1984. Graduated from
the Department of Management in Art and Culture at the
Academy of Arts in Belgrade. Author and organizer of the
exhibition Voting machine (2011), that opened in Belgrade
and toured Serbia for 18 months. The exhibition was
also presented in Zagreb, Croatia, at the Days of Serbian
Culture in 2013; Author and producer of documentary
movie The Box (2018, in production).

Without
Bez

Synopsis

Logline

Logline

Synopsis

Diala, an illustrator, finds a refuge in France after an exile from
Syria. In Baghdad Ali, a choreographer, works on a new piece while
demonstrations are on the streets. Goran, a visual artist from
Kosovo, goes to his hometown he left as a refugee 20 years ago.
We follow Diala going back to Beirut to work in a refugee camps,
Goran trying to bring ancient enemies together through art and
Ali working with his dancers in a war zone. The film illuminates
their struggle to find a sense in life after the war.

The three artists from Syria, Iraq and Kosovo struggle to find a sense
in life after the war.

Outsider, laborer and a painter, Aleksandar loses his dog, and now he
is on a quest to find it.

Director Ana Otašević
Producer Aleksandra Lazarovski
Production Company Jugo Film
Producer Aleksandra Lazarovski
Co-Production Darmar Films
Co-Producer Ana Otašević
Original language Serbian, French, English, Arabic, Albanian
Subtitle French, English
Length 90’
Shooting format Digital
Expected date of delivery 11/22/2022
The total budget sum 199,637.50 EUR

Director Luka Papić
Producer Srđa Vučo
Production company Non–Aligned Films
Original language Serbian
Subtitles English
Length 70’
Shooting format HD
Expected date of delivery 12/1/2020
The total budget sum 129,270.00 EUR

Without is a humorous creative documentary in which an extraordinary and in many ways unique character Aleksandar Denic,
painter is our guide on a journey through his vision of Serbia which
gives it the social, political and emotional context - stuck in constant
transition where past collides with present, where churches clash
with remains of communist times and cheap new buildings are built
on ancient remains. On this quest both Aleksandar and Serbia are
looking for identity.
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Born in Belgrade, 1989. Svetislav Dragomirović directed
and produced short documentaries and fiction films.
The Love Case or Tragedy of an Ordinary Man has
been screened at numerous festivals and won awards
such as best director and best film. Horizons, his debut
fiction feature film, premiered at the 39th Cairo IFF,
2017. Currently developing co-production feature fiction:
Summer Nights, Morning Haze.

Irena Skoric graduated film and TV directing at the
Academy of Dramatic Art in Zagreb. She obtained
her Ph.D. at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Belgrade.
Her films have participated in numerous local and
international festivals and won 60 prizes.
Predrag Peca Jakovljević
Tango Argentino - Goran Paskaljević
Vizantijsko plavo / Byzantine Blue – Dragan Marinković
Božićna pesma / Christmas Song – Nikola Lorencin
Bolje od bekstva / Better than Escape - Miroslav Lekić
Bure baruta / Cabaret Balkan – Goran Paskaljević
Lavirint / Labyrinth – Miroslav Lekić
Profesionalac / The Professional – Duško Kovačević

Lorand Balazs Imre (1979) is a communicationsexpert-turned-filmmaker holding an MA in journalism
(2008). Co-founder of SpeakEasy Project, a boutique
film production company based in Budapest and Berlin.
Creator of Leave/Stay, an Erasmus EuroMedia Award
winning (2014) documentary series.

I’m People, I am Nobody

Kaddish for Lotika | Kadiš za Lotiku

Synopsis

Logline

Logline

Synopsis

After exposing himself in front of the minors, Stevan is waiting for
the final verdict in long and exhausting trial in Malta. He is sending
the audio letters from the prison, trying to defend himself, and reach
for the help, just to confirm himself that he’s been wrong for the
whole time.

Days between You’ve been born and You die, is measured by trust
and love.

Lotika Zellermeier was Andric’s inspiration for the heroine of the novel
“The Bridge on the Drina”.

Lotika Zellermeier was Ivo Andric’s inspiration for the heroine of the
novel The Bridge on the Drina for which he received the Nobel Prize
in 1961. Lotika is the most important women figure in the history Ex Yugoslav literature and this is her story.

Director Svetislav Dragomirović
Producer Svetislav Dragomirović
Production Company Gray Tree Film
Co - Production Speakeasy Project- Berlin
Co - Producer Lorand Balazs Imre
Original language English, Serbian
Subtitles English
Length 70’
Shooting format Digital, Mobile Phone
Expected date of delivery 12/1/2020
The total budget sum 62,142.00 EUR

Director Irena Škorić
Producer Predrag Peca Jakovljević
Production Company Oktobar Film
Co - Production Artizana Film
Co - Producer Irena Škorić
Original Language Serbian
Subtitles English
Length 90’
Shooting format HDcam
Expected date of delivery 10/17/2021
The total budget sum 120,000.00 EUR
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Sonja Rakic graduated from the Academy of Arts in Novi
Sad in multimedia directing (2014). She directed the short
films Jad Fukare. (2010) Ubice (2012), Devijacija (2013) and
Svi vole keks Cajanko (2014). Her play Fool for Love has
headlined at the National Theater in Leskovac for three years
running. Sonja has also directed fashion videos for Dejan
Kovacevic and TV series such as Dnevnjak (2015-2017), The
Danube the never-ending river (2014-2015), Otkos korupcije
(2013), Trail Running (2017).

Ivan Beres is a film director and producer, founder of
film studio Origin Tales. Born in 1986 in Novi Sad, Serbia.
Graduated from New Media and Digital Art (University
of Novi Sad, Academy of Arts). Ivan has been working
in video game animation for 10 years. Participated in
“Animation Sans Frontières”, training for producers
and artists in animation and in “The Living Room of the
Future” designing the future of broadcasting organised
by BBC, Databox and FACT. Currently developing Rabbit
From A Tin Hat.

Ana Renovica is a Serbian film producer based in Novi Sad
that graduated from the Academy of Arts in Novi Sad in
multimedia production (2016). Ana produces and develops
films, shorts and TV shows mainly for the US market and
her matching passion for the European film industry has led
her to start development of a creative documentary
So, Where the Hell Is My Prince Charming?. Ana started her
own company in the second year of her studies and she is
the CEO of 888 Films in Serbia.

Igor Zarol, born in 1984 in Novi Sad, Serbia. Co-founder
of Origin Tales, studio for IP development and production
of animated content and VR experiences, economist,
financial manager with over 9 years of experience in
multiple areas of corporate practice.

Rabbit From a Tin Hat
Zec iz limenog šešira

So, Where the Hell Is My Prince Charming?
I, gde je taj princ na belom konju?

Synopsis

Logline

Logline

Synopsis

Rabbit From a Tin Hat is an animated journey through the history
of psychological and para-psychological warfare, focusing on what
was happening behind the curtains, revealing all the weird, crazy
and unbelievable stories of people trying to achieve war dominance
through fantastical means. From ancient to modern times, from
spiritualism and occult to telepathy and psychic powers the series
covers methodical scientific experiments, but also trickery and fraud.

Stories of the times when curious people wanted to push the edges of
mind and science.

Danica tries to heal her past wounds by getting married and realises
she needs to marry herself.

Danica, a woman in her sixties is very authentic and has a spirit of a
beam of light. She goes to dancing parties, writes poetry and has only
one wish - to say “I DO”. After she finds out that her boyfriend of 8
years, Branislav, doesn’t want to get married, her romance life starts
crumbling down and a new dilemma encounters Danica’s thoughts Is he the right man for her?

Director Ivan Bereš
Producer Igor Zarol
Production company Origin Tales
Producer Igor Zarol
Original language English
Subtitles No Subtitles
Length 12 X 22’
Shooting format Digital
Expected date of delivery 2/15/2022
The total budget sum 714,400.00 EUR

Director Sonja Rakić
Producer Ana Renovica
Production company 888 Films
Producer Ana Renovica
Original language Serbian, Italian, Greek
Subtitles English
Length 90’
Shooting format UHD 4K
Expected date of delivery 3/1/2021
The total budget sum 180,000.00 EUR
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Nikola Ljuca - director and writer, known for feature
films Humidity (2016, Berlinale film festival), Sergeant
(2012) and Thursday (2010).

Director’s Biography

Vladimir Milovanovic after graduating from law school,
has earned his Master degree in film and TV direction. He
has founded his own production company, Propaganda
Film. His films have been screened at numerous festivals
and won several awards. Vladimir is Balkan Documentary
Center, Ex Oriente Film and EURODOC alumni.

Dragan Jovićević - PHD in film studies, journalist and
writer.
Nataša Pavlović has finished Editing department
at Faculty of Drama Art. She is a founder of Pogon
film company. She has edited and produced many
independent documentary films.

Tamara Babun, producer and founder of Wolfgang
& Dolly, has extensive experience in producing films,
videos, and theatre in different capacities.
Katarina Stankovic has earned her MA in Film from the
Academy of Media Arts Cologne, and Master degree
from Film University B. K. Wolf, Berlin. After international
success with short and mid-length films, Katarina is
currently developing her first feature Against the Day.
Consecutively, she works on Goodbye Beautiful film, as
the producer.

Warm Film
Topli film

Goodbye Beautiful
Div junak

Synopsis

Logline

Logline

Synopsis

In Sixties, they were marked as sexual minority thankful to radical
black wave style in Yugoslavia… In Eighties, every comedy had
some queer character… At the beginning of the 21th century, LGBTQ
persons become common parts of most movies, following the
post-modern trends… Warm Film is based on a research about the
representation of LGBTQ people through the art of cinema, during the
different periods of Yugoslavia. Warm Film is structured from archive
materials, interviews and fake feature film.

Two young actors received an offer to play homosexuals, which led
them to rich history of YU cinema.

The last battle cry of two 90-year-old partisan veterans and their
journey to keep the anti-fascist legacy alive in a society which forgot
its own ideals and heroes.

Miša Mirković (90) has been filmed since his early childhood
throughout his entire adult life. In WWII, he was a courier to the
prominent partisan leaders which paved a path to him being
assigned acting roles in many Yugoslav feature films. In the late
1950s, he also embarked on a film directing career in television,
which was followed by his appointment as a head of the TV
Belgrade, up until his retirement. During this time, he led an
active social life in a company of some of the most influential
personas of the post the WWII Yugoslavia. Mostly forgotten,
Miša spends his elderly days maintaining his health in a socialistic
style skyscraper with his wife who’s poor in health. During one
of the routine checkups, he hears the news about the sale of the
Memorial complex dedicated to WWII children fighters. Although
the Memorial complex is protected as a cultural good of an outmost
it has been neglected and left to deteriorate.

Directors Nikola Ljuca, Dragan Jovićević
Producer Nataša Pavlović
Production company Pogon
Original language Serbian
Subtitles English
Length 90’
Shooting format 4K
Expected date of delivery 10/15/2021
The total budget sum 216,076.00

Director Vladimir Milovanović
Producer Tamara Babun, Katarina Stanković, Vladimir Milovanović
Production company Propaganda Film, YUniverse Films, Wolfgang&Dolly
Expected duration 86’
Shooting format 2K
Expected delivery Late 2021/Early 2022
Language Serbian
Budget 130 000 EUR
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Beldocs
in Progress

Beldocs in Progress (BIP) International is a platform
to present international documentary projects in
progress from the Western Balkans, Black Sea and
Baltic countries to international industry. The aim is to
support the produc- tion, post-production, distribution,
and visibility of inter- national documentaries from low
production capacity countries at film festivals, on TV
channels and VOD plat- forms by presenting the projects
to festival programmers, sales agents, distributors, TV
commissioning editors and potential co-producers.

Awards
Beldocs best project for Beldocs in Progress
1000 EUR, cash award, Beldocs IDFF 2020

Tutor

East Silver Caravan festival distribution award
by Institute of Documentary Film, Prague
In-kind VOD free visibility award
by Cinesquare VoD platform for movies from
the Southeastern European countries

Fine cuts or 15-minutes edited scenes will be screened
during presentations.

Mikael Opstrup

With a background as a producer of international documentaries
in my company in Copenhagen and thereafter 9 years as
Head of Studies at European Documentary Network, EDN,
I now work as a specialist in project development, trailer consultancy,
co-productions, workshop planning & tutoring.
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Dragan Nikolić

Dragan Nikolić is the complete author of the films Pogrebnik (2013),
Caviar Connection (2008) and Nacionalni park (2006), all three
premiered at IDFA. He is the screenwriter of the feature film Reži (FEST
2019), co-screenwriter of the feature documentary Made in Serbia
(FEST 2005) and the short feature film Beži zeko, beži (Cannes Film
Festival 2003, first prize in the cinefondation category) . He is a playwright with the play Transylvania (15 years on the regular repertoire of
the Belgrade Drama Theater) and the play Ja, Amerikanac included in
the top five for the Sterija Award in 2014.

Patrizia Mancini

Patrizia Mancini arrived in France at the end of 2010 after a master
in History and Critic of Cinema at the University of Rome.
She works at CHALET POINTU DVD distribution company
specialized in short-films. In October 2011 she is Servicing and
Marketing Manager at Wide House and at the end of 2012 she began
with the sales becoming then Head of Sales. At the end of 2016
she left Wide House and, after an experience as selector for Paris
Co-Production Village, she started working with the Italian sales
company Slingshot Films. At the end of 2017 she joined the team of
Sunny Side of the Docs as International Executive Officer.

Marek Hovorka

Founder of Ji.hlava IDFF in 1997 and its Festival Director since then.
Between 1998 – 2005 studied at the Department of Documentary
Film at Prague’s FAMU, Film and TV School of the Academy of
Performing Arts. Co-founder of Doc Alliance festival network, East
Silver documentary film market, DAFilms on-line distribution platform
and founder of various Industry initiatives (Inspiration Forum, Emerging
Producers, Festival Identity). Member of editor´s board of Dok.revue
and revue “do”. Member of various juries at international and
documentary film festivals.

Yorgos Krassakopoulos

Yorgos Krassakopoulos is the Head of Programming for both
the Thessaloniki International Film Festival and the Thessaloniki
Documentary Film Festival. Born in Messinia, Greece, he studied
economics at the University of Athens, but soon found his true calling
in cinema. He was one of the founding editors of Cinema magazine,
where he started working as a film critic in 1987, moving up to become editor in chief, and a founding member and head programmer
at the Athens International Film Festival up to 2001. Since then, he
has worked non stop as a film critic in numerous print and electronic media. He is one of the founders of one of the most popular and
influential Greek movie websites, Flix.gr. Since 2015 he is also
a member of the European Parliament’s LUX Prize selection panel.
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George Varsimashvili is a Georgian writer and director
born in Tbilisi in 1986. After graduating university
in Georgia, he went to study filmmaking in Paris 8
university (bachelor’s and master’s degree) and ESRA
Paris film school. During his studies he made a dozen
of short films, which traveled on different film festivals.
He shot his graduation feature film “Particulier a
Particulier” in 2012. Although film was only a graduation
movie, it was still released in film theatres in France,
Russia and Georgia. In 2019 he was invited by Bela Tarr
to direct a short film in Switzerland, which was premiered
at Locarno film festival in 2019.

Max Rudenko was born in Mykolayiv, Ukraine in 1975.
In 2009, he graduated from the School of Cinema
and Television, where he studied Documentary Film
Directing (in the workshop of Marina Razbiezhkina).
He continued to study at the Gerasimov State Institute
of Cinematography (VGIK), the Cinematography
Department (class of Igor Klebanov), and graduated
in 2015. After graduation, he returned to Ukraine and
worked as a film director and cinematographer.

A Stage
Scena

Elevation

Synopsis

Logline

Logline

Synopsis

Tbilisi, Georgia, 2001. Poverty and crime are devastating country;
power cuts and water shortage are daily issues. A severe political
regime is in power. A lead journalist is murdered, while the only
private channel is literally bombed. In these circumstances a private
political theatre, right in front of the government building.
The first show is about social issues and politicians are mentioned
as thieves. The second show is a censored play about young boys
murdered after President’s order.

How to stage a revolution? In the authoritarian failed state,
one Georgian director established a political theatre in front of
the Government building.

A ski jumping trainer uses a unique technique to raise a new sports
star at the end of his career.

Vasyl is a ski jump coach from a children’s sports school. He lives
and works in a small village, deep in the Carpathian Mountains.
Several times a year Vasyl ventures into the mountains to spend time
in solitude. He believes that unity with nature gives him the strength
to psychologically prepare his trainees for competitions, to cope
with fear and self-doubt. At the age of 60, he is trying to grow a new
sports star, Zhenya.

Director George Varsimashvili
Producer George Varsimashvili
Production company Vars-Studio
Original language Georgian
Subtitles English
Length 85’
Shooting format Various Formats
Expected date of delivery 9/30/2020
The total budget sum 22,725.00 EUR

Director Max Rudenko
Producer Max Rudenko
Production company Max Rudenko Film Production
Co - Production Company Peripatos Film Srl
Co - Producer Melinda Boros
Original language Ukranian
Subtitles English
Length 75’
Shooting format HD
Expected date of delivery 3/18/2020
The total budget sum 244,620.00 EUR
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Franko Dujmić is a young author born in 1990 in
Dubrovnik, Croatia. He holds a BA in film editing and
MA in animated film from the Zagreb Academy of Fine
Arts. Since 2010, he has been a member of Kinoklub
Zagreb and a member of the Croatian Society of
Filmworkers from 2016. He enjoys writing films, making
films, watching them and having an opinion about them.
Franko also considers himself a professional music
connoisseur.

Funk Yu
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Ksenia Ciuvaseva graduated with a BA in Film &
Theater Studies at FU Berlin before adding a BA in Film
Directing (Film University Babelsberg) to her education.
With her directorial debut-in-progress Landing, she has
received awards like the goEast Development Award, a
Crossing Borders Grant and maecenia Foundation Grant
among others.
Natalia Imaz was born 1976 in Pamplona (Spain) and
lives in Germany since 1997. With a degree in Audiovisual
Journalism she looks back at 20+ years of experience
in the film/TV industry: as a local TV-news reporter for
Spanish TVE, co-directing factual pieces for German TV,
as a researcher and assistant producer both on fiction
shorts and features as well as documentaries and docuseries like The Red Elvis (Berlinale Panorama 2007), Pact
of Silence (WDR/Arte, YLE, ETB, TSR & NPS) or Wildlife
Nannies (ZDF).

Tamara Babun was born in Zagreb in 1985.
She graduated film, TV and theatre production at the
Academy of Dramatic Arts. She has been working on
film and TV projects since 2006. She was producer of
ZagrebDox Pro programme 2011-2015 and worked as
executive producer in Factum 2012-2016. After a decade
of extensive experience in producing films, videos
and theatre, she started her own company in 2017 –
Wolfgang & Dolly LLC.

Landing

Synopsis

Logline

Logline

Synopsis

Franko is trying to find a specific record – the single of Ulica
Jorgovana, since, as one of Franko’s interviewees, DJ D-GREE,
explains, the B-side has a song that is the quintessential example
of Yugo-funk. Franko is certain that without this record there is
no film, since it is so important in terms of music and collecting.
As the Narrator/Jerko gloats, Franko is expanding his search
to distant countries and he meets various interesting characters
along the way.

A DJ wannabe’s epic journey into the vinyl-digging culture of former
Yugoslavia.

My father is a pilot in Africa. It’s been 15 years and I’m still wondering
if he’ll ever come home.

Director Franko Dujmić
Producer Tamara Babun
Production Company Wolfgang&Dolly
Co - Production Company Astral Film
Co - Producer Miha Čelar
Co - Production Company Nana 143
Co - Producer Andrijana Sofranić
Original language Croatian, Slovenian, Serbian, Macedonian, Dutch, English
Subtitles English
Length 70’
Shooting format 2K Video
Expected date of delivery 3/1/2021
The total budget sum 234,520.00 EUR

Director Ksenia Ciuvaseva
Producer Natalia Imaz
Production Company Parabellum Film
Co - Production Company Film The World
Co - Producer Mihajlo Jevtic
Original language Russian, Romanian, English
Subtitles English
Length 90’
Shooting Format HD Video; 16:9
Expected date of delivery 11/1/2021
The total budget sum 205,800.00 EUR

Looking to reconnect with my estranged father, a former Aeroflot
pilot nowadays flying cargo in Africa, I embark on a journey from
Moldova to South Sudan to explore the meaning of family and the
collective post-Soviet trauma that turned parental absence and massemigration into my country’s foremost issues. Landing combines
domestic conversations with my family, my father’s amateur footage,
the long-distance communication between him and me, archival
home-videos and present-day footage.
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Jurij Gruden was born in 1975 in Trieste, Italy. In 1996
he entered the Academy of Theatre, Radio, Film, and
Television in Ljubljana, Slovenia and graduated in film and
television direction. He currently works on documentary
project Behind The Digital Curtain (in postproduction) and
documentary project From Sevnica to the White House (in
production).

Sparks In Time - Worldwide computer adventure
Iskre v času - Svetovni računalniški podvig
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Keti Machavariani graduated from Tbilisi State University’s
faculty of Art in 1995, and continued her studies at the State
University of Film and Theatre’s faculty of Cinema – specializing in Film Direction – from which she graduated in 2002.
Keti has directed several short films, worked as a director
and producer of television programs, and has also worked
as assistant director for several full-length feature films. In
2010 Keti participated in Maia Workshops, Italy.

Ida Weiss works in film production since 1994.
She is co-founder and general manager of production
company Bela film and managing director of cultural
institute Senca Studio. Her production credits in both
companies include over 35 titles, including 8 feature films
(fiction and documentaries). She has been improving her
knowledge and skills at various international workshops,
including EAVE and ACE. She is a member of the EFA,
EWA Network, Association of Slovenian Film producers,
EAVE and ACE Network. In 2018 she completed her
directorial debut, a documentary portrait Peter vs. Harry
(55 min.). Film premiered at Ljubljana Documentary festival
and was awarded at Docudok Film festival.

Nato Sikharulidze was born in 1990, in Tbilisi, Georgia.
In 2003 – 2006, she studied in TV and media collage. Since
2013 she worked on several international and local film
productions as a production manager. In 2019 she founded
a production company Terra Incognita Films and has been
working on numerous projects, fictions, documentaries,
locals, and co-productions.

Sunny
Mziuri

Synopsis

Logline

Logline

Synopsis

Janez Škrubej is convinced that the last battle for the informational
technology of the cold war was being fought in Slovenia. Nowadays,
this idea makes most people smile. The documentary uncovers the
background of this war. It is the “history” of personal computing,
something that – together with tablets and smartphones –
increasingly influences our everyday lives. The main protagonist
of the documentary is Janez Škrubej, the only managing director
of Iskra Delta Computers.

The vertiginous rise and fall of the Slovene informational technology
giant.

Sunny is a journey of a social researcher from door to door, family to
family, behind closed doors.

Director Jurij Gruden
Producer Ida Weiss
Production Company Senca Studio/Bela Film
Co - Production Company RTV Slovenija
Co - Producer Andraž Poeschl
Co - Production Company Avi Film
Co - Producer Tanja Gruden
Original language Slovenian, Croatian, English, Chinese...
Subtitles English
Length 85’
Shooting Format 2K
Expected date of delivery 7/31/2020
The total budget sum 184,500.00 EUR

Director Keti Machavariani
Producer Nato Sikharulidze
Production Company Terra Incognita Films
Producer Nato Sikharulidze
Co - Production Company Sunny Films
Co - Producer Tsisana Khundadze
Original language Georgian
Subtitles English
Length 60’
Shooting format HD
Expected date of delivery 2/8/2021
The total budget sum 60,000.00 EUR

Sunny is a documentary film that revolves around an interviewer,
a former teacher who now earns living by conducting interviews
for social research organizations. The interviewer’s work is both
interesting and extremely demanding, not only physically but
emotionally as well. Social research, specifically public polls, can
be considered as an opportunity for bringing people’s voices to
different stakeholders, though currently it is often misunderstood and
misinterpreted.
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Director, producer, social activist and traveler Ulyana
Osovska was born in Ukraine. Ulyana debuted as a
director in 2015 with the short documentary “Election
Agent”. Her full-length documentary debut “Almost
10,000 Voters” held a World Premiere at the 33rd
Warsaw Film Festival (2017).

Graduated from Kyiv National I.K.Karpenko-Kary Theatre,
Cinema and TV University as a film director in 2010. Works
with feature and documentary projects. Polina Kelm played
as an actress in the film by Alexander Balagura Lifespan Of
The Object In Frame (special mention at the FIDMarseille).
Her documentary Positive was made with support of The
Ukrainian State Film Agency and was nominated in the
category Best Documentary by National Union of Cinematographers of Ukraine.

Denis Strasnyi graduated Kyiv International University
(speciality TV and cinema DOP, Yuri Harmash studio).
Starting from 2009 Denis has been working as an
independent filmmaker. In 2014 Denis has co-founded
the company Docutoloka, which brings together
documentary artists and social activists.

Gennady Kofman, producer, program director of Docudays
UA, IDFF (Kyiv, Ukraine). Expert of the State Film Agency of
Ukraine. Since 2003 he was one of the founders Docudays
UA, Human Rights International Documentary Film Festival
in Kyiv (www.docudays.org.ua). Produced several shorts
and animation films. Directed more than 20 documentaries,
and produced more than 35 documentaries.

Tales of a Toy Horse
Казка про коника

The Elf’s Tower
Elfova vezha

Synopsis

Logline

Logline

Synopsis

The film follows a monk Anatoli who many years ago gave a vow to
find something good in every day. He lives a peaceful life in Tallinn but
when the war breaks out in Ukraine, as an ethnic Ukrainian, he feels
he has to do something to help the people in need there. Since 2014
Anatoli has been traveling to Donbas, damaged by war, to deliver
humanitarian aid. Keeping his old vow, he also makes a manuscript
book about life in the warzone, based on the stories about people
and nature he documented.

It’s so easy to be dark. How we can not to be?

For some in a mental hospital being on stage is being alive.

Directors Ulyana Osovska, Denis Strashny
Producer Denis Strashny, Ulyana Osovska
Production Company Docutoloka
Producer Denis Strashny
Co - Production Company Silmviburlane
Co - Producer Ülo Pikkov
Original language Ukrainian, Estonian, Russian
Subtitles English
Length 72’ & 52’
Shooting format 4K, Digital
Expected date of delivery 1/21/2021
The total budget sum 135,000.00 EUR

Director Polina Kelm
Producers Gennady Kofman, Miroslaw Dembinski, Olga Beskhmelnitsyna
Production Company Magika Film
Producer Gennady Kofman
Co - Production Company Film Studio Everest
Co - Producer Miroslaw Dembinski
Original language Russian, Ukrainian
Subtitles English
Length 120’
Shooting format HD
Expected date of delivery 11/18/2020
The total budget sum 169,383.00 EUR

Those who happen to get into a mental health institution strive
to leave it as soon as possible. Having come here, serhiy not only
stays there-he starts his own theatre. Patients and amateur teens
work together at staging the play written by one of the patients,
called The Elf’s Tower. Serhiy is an elf from a metaphoric tale he saw there not just patients, not mentally challenged people,
but unique, special persons. He rip them out of the cage of prejudice.
But is it easy to be an elf in real life?
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Beldocs Academy programme is an intense course with
a focus on virtual reality and 360° video production. It is
tutored by Vitomir Jevremović, a VR/AR expert with an
extensive experience in immersive contents. Workshop
and lectures will provide the participants with the basic
theoretical and practical techniques in order to shoot an
immersive video.

Tutor

Throughout 2 day tutoring, master classes and oneto-one sessions, Academy provide a possibility for the
authors to receive feedback from the experts as well as
collaborates in further development. Participants supposed to develop their projects in order to be prepared
for public pitch. Projects will be evaluated by three jury
members and the best project pitch will be awarded.

Best Beldocs Academy project
1500 EUR cash award, presented by
The Film Centre of Montenegro

Award

Vitomir Jevremović

He has participated in the implementation of numerous projects in
the field of digital content production in culture, as well as in the
video and software industry. He is the author of projects such as
Interactive Reconstruction of Belgrade from the 15th century (2004),
the first virtual museum in Serbia – Zoran Djindjic’s Virtual Museum
(2011), 3D Interactive Reconstructions of Gamzigrad (2007), 3D
Interactive View of the Belgrade Mummy (2008). He was the director
of production at the EU-funded project Kikinda Mammoth, where
he led the project of creating the first 3D animated film about the
Kikinda mammoth and opening the first 3D cinema in Serbia in the
Kikinda Museum in 2006. He is the author of the software platform
ArcheoPack, which has been successfully used in archeological
research at Vinča since 2004. During his career, he was also involved
in the production of video games, known for creating pinball
simulations – SlamIt Pinball (2009). As director of the digital sector
at one of our largest marketing agencies, Communis DDB, he has
introduced clients to new forms of digital communication.
Since 2011, he has founded the company Digital Mind, which
is engaged in the production of digital content and interactive
installations in the field of digital communication.
He is the author of the first museum in virtual reality – VR Museum
of Nikola Tesla (Calls to Tesla). In 2018, it launched the VR-ALL-ART
platform, which enables museums and galleries to create virtual
exhibitions. The platform houses numerous museums from Serbia,
including the National Museum, as well as museums and galleries
from around the world. In 2019, VR-ALL-ART received funding from
the Innovation Fund. Winner of numerous awards for his contribution
to the development of digital technologies.
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Jury

Branko Sujic

Branko Sujić (1980) is an associate professor at the Film and
Television Camera Department at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts
(University of Arts in Belgrade) and integral part of the Interactive
Arts Laboratory. He is attending doctoral studies of drama and
audio-visual arts at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts, concentrating
on cinematography, photography and virtual reality.

Stefania Casini

Architect, journalist, actress with B. Bertolucci, P. Morrissey,
P. Greenaway and D. Argento. She played Andy Warhol’s Bad, wrote
and directed Lontano da dove, selected at Venice Film Festival, and
Un Paradiso di Bugie. She founded the Bizef Produzione company
and made a great number of documentaries focusing on women and
youngsters. She directed Islam: stories of women; Latin America:
stories of women; To be 20 years old in Sofia, Street Priests, A Blow
to the Mafia, Madein Albania, Palermo’s secret waters. In the last
5 years, she has been interested in Interactive Documentary and VR,
and has participated at the Hackathon Leipzig.

Stéphane Malagnac

Stéphane Malagnac has been hired for 6 years as Media Relations
consultant. In 2017, he was part of the first edition of PiXii and, since
January 2020, he’s been engaged as Media Relations & PiXii Development
Executive. Journalist and cross-media consultant for press and public relations, Stéphane Malagnac brings 25 years of experience in broadcast and
communication. During ten years, he was chief editor or editor assistant in
various French professional printed and online media. After two years as
PR Manager for an american publishing software company, he founded
the agency Prop’OSE Communication in 2010. Since, he collaborates as
consultant for studios, festivals and pro meetings as well as international
companies of the field of broadcast, immersive content and digital culture.
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Nikola Ljuca was born in Belgrade, Serbia in 1985.
He studied film directing at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts in
Belgrade. His short films Thursday, Sergeant and Scenes
With Women were screened in many international film
festivals, winning several awards. He worked as an assistant
and casting director on feature films and as a video artist
in many theaters and contemporary art projects. He is a
curator for international short fiction film festival Bašta
Fest. His first feature film Humidity had its world premiere
in 2016 Berlinale Forum, after which it went on to screen
at numerous festivals, winning several awards. Currently
developing new fiction and AR project.

Sergiy Polezhaka is the CEO, co-founder, director and producer at New Cave Media. He holds the BA degree from Danish
School Of Media and Journalism. He is dedicated to immersive 360/VR storytelling as a director and producer. He directed a No hero story, the first 360° webdoc in Ukraine in early
2017. Sergiy combined managing his company withproducing
new projects for RFE/RL and The New York Times, UNICEF,
GIZ, WWF and renowned commercial clients. The project
Aftermath VR received many grants and when finished won
the “Open Frame Award” at goEast Film Festival and was
selected to the Sheffield Doc/Fest in 2019.

21km

Fall of the Berlin Wall

Synopsis

Logline

Logline

Synopsis

21km is an AR hiking experience, following the stony pavement from
the downtown of Cetinje to the top of Mount Lovćen, transporting
viewers into different periods by using archival film footage,
reenacted film clips and CGI. Viewers will be immersed in a historic
21km journey through the history of Montenegro and its people. The
narrative will change depending on the spot viewers are standing in.

AR hiking experience, a historic journey through Montenegro,
following the stone pavement from the downtown of Cetinje
to the top of Mount Lovćen.

It sets you back to Berlin on November 9, 1989, surrounded by
ghostly figures from the past who guide you through their stories.

Fall of the Berlin Wall is a creative VR-documentary based on personal memories of the eyewitnesses of events at Bornholmer Strasse
Checkpoint on 09/11/1989, where the historical order “Open the
gates!” was given.

Director Nikola Ljuca
Producer Bojana Radulović
Production Company Code Blue Production
Original Language Montenegrin
Subtitles English

Director Sergiy Polezhaka
Producer Sergiy Polezhaka
Production Company New Cave Media
Original Language English
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Katarina Bulajić is a film director born in Nikšić,
Montenegro. She graduated film directing at the Academy
of Arts in Belgrade. Currently, she does her master’s
thesis on Documentary film at Eötvös Loránd University in
Budapest, Hungary. She is the author of two documentary
films: Stari Majstor / The Old Master (2011) and Linija
života / The Line of Life (2014), one of the Sarajevo Talents,
RIFF Talents and winner of several student film festival
awards.

Oksana Syhareva was born in Kharkiv. She graduated from
the Faculty of Economics in Construction and Architecture
in 2001. She has vast experience in advertising, as well as in
directing and production of TV programs. From 2012, Oksana
has been working as curator, art manager and producer with
special interest in educational projects and more recently in
development and use of VR/AI technology. She is a founder
of VR/AR forum: Art of Change, CinemaLab Kharkiv and
VR&ART Festival “Frontier”.

Marija Vlahović was born in 1994. She graduated
production from the Faculty of Visual Arts. She was the
producer of III and IV International Festival of Alternative
Theatre KORIFEJ in Montenegro. Since 2017, she works
at Artikulacija Film as Production assistant and Film
accountant, and since 2018 she is the Chief Producer and
CEO at rental and production company ABA Film.

Nataliia Pogudina is a young filmmaker who works in Riga
and Kyiv. Nataliia graduated from Kyiv National University
of Theatre, Cinema and TV in cinematography in 2016 and
attended various documentary workshops. She has been
working as a cinematographer and has been developing
several projects, among which are feature length
documentary revealing her family story at the background
of the Eastern Ukraine military conflict and VR project Up
In the Air.

‘gram Royalty

Up in the air VR
Куди поїхав цирк? VR

Synopsis

Logline

Logline

Synopsis

‘gram Royalty is a feature-length documentary film about a
generation that builds and experiences life on social networks.
Influencers (or instant famous) as we refer to them, although still
seen as a subculture, dominate modern society. Thanks to the fast
and continuous development of social media (Youtube, Instagram,
Facebook) and related industries (especially marketing and
production) it has become possible to produce an instant famous
person like any other material product or object. The main means are
body, photography, and consumables (food, wardrobe, cosmetics,
etc.). In a combination with these elements, influencers have the role
of a product carrier or an exhibit function.

Film is about the generation that builds and experiences life on social
networks wanting to become “instant famous” or influencers.

The film immerses the viewer into the atmosphere of children’s circus
studio training, by creating new set for circus performances.

Director Katarina Bulajic
Producer Marija Vlahovic
Production Company Aba Film
Original Language Montenegrin, Serbian, Slovenian
Subtitles English

Director Oksana Syhareva, Nataliia Pogudina
Original Language Russian
Subtitles English

This film immerses the viewer into the atmosphere of children’s
circus studio trainings. Here you can see how much effort and energy
children give to circus art. But these trainings are not held at the
circus arena, as local officials deprived children of the opportunity to
engage in the building of the Old Circus. It is 150 years old and this
is a unique architectural building with many secrets. Children were
kicked out of this building under the guise of reconstruction.
But now it is collapsing and soon it can be pulled down. The old
circus is the history of circus art and traditions that children continue.
The viewer can travel around the building and learn interesting facts.
In its arena, the viewer and together with children will create new
scenography for circus performances, and then they will be able to
see the performance of children in the arena. It is a visualisation of
a children’s dream. At the end, the viewer will be asked if he wants
to remove the circus building or keep it?
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Beldocs
Documentaries
for Kids & Youth
Development
Workshop

A seminar inspiring creators, funders, broadcasters,
publishers and curators of documentaries. The first day is
about telling the real life stories to young audience from
a broad perspective. The aim is to inspire, encourage and
motivate all sides of the audio visual sector to strengthen
the quality of documentaries for younger audiences.
Not only in terms of the content but also in the ways of
engaging and reaching this audience segment.
Second day of the initiative is intended to have a more
intimate setting with the project teams of five selected
projects currently in development. All projects have
a focus on younger audiences as their target. The short
term goal is to strengthen the quality of concrete projects
and provide the teams with the best possible route for
international funding and distribution. The long term goal
is to educate leading creators from the region to better
navigate the international market for kids and youth
documentaries.

Tutor

Ove Rishøj Jensen

Working in the international documentary sector since 2003,
Ove Rishøj Jensen has an extensive network within the industry.
In addition to producing and co-producing films, he gives lectures and
run workshops about script writing, project development, international
financing, co-production, impact, outreach and distribution. Since
2011 Ove has worked for the Swedish production company
Auto Images as Producer and Outreach Manager. Alongside this,
Ove launched in 2019 his own company for documentary training
and consultancy, entitled Paradiddle Pictures.

Expert

Ulla Haestrup

Ulla has been working with Children’s television and Films for over
20 years. Starting in DR (Danish public service Broadcast) in different
positions such as Programme buyer, producer and Commissioning
Editor - always with Children and Youth content as her field. In 2015
she moved on to the Danish Filminstitute as Film Commissioner for
Short & Documentary films for Children & Youth, where she stayed
for 5 years working with both documentary and fiction in all formats
and cross media platforms. She is now working as a free lance
consultant in the spectrum of Children and Youth Content.
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Pavel Ruzyak earned his BA degree in film directing from
Babelsberg Film University Konrad Wolf in Germany and
FAMU in Prague. He has directed fiction films and documentaries, short and middle-length that were screened
in competition in many international film festivals across
Europe. Pavel was a participant of numerous international
talent film workshops, co-operations and pitches around
the world. Currently is developing his projects, already selected to pitching events at Vilnius Film Festival, Beldocs,
Trieste Film Festival, Figari Film Festival and Riga IFF.
Saimir Bajo, a Czech filmmaker and producer originally
from Albania lives and works in Prague. He attended
University in Albania, as well as in Italy and FAMU in Prague. Saimir spent most of the 90s working in diverse strata of the international film industry, including as a 1st Assistant Director on major productions in Czech Republic,
Albania and the Balkans. He has been working for many
years as director of Albanian and Czech TV projects. Saimir has also been teaching filmmaking, screenwriting, film
analyses and film history at Tirana State Film Academy.

Different View

Logline

Synopsis

How is it to be a teenage boy whose mother is related to erotic
industry?

How is it to be a teenage boy (Peter) who is a son of a mother who
works (and used to work) in the erotic industry as an actress/model?
What does such a teen, around 14 years old, think of his mother and
her job? How does it affect his life in various ways - at school, public
life, with friends? And how does it affect his own private life, notion
of love, tenderness and awakening sexuality? And what role does art
play in this development?

Director Pavel Ruzyak
Producer Saimir Bajo
Production Company Bajo Films Prague
Original language Czech
Subtitles English
Length 40’ - 70’
Shooting format Digital 2K
Expected date of delivery 11/1/2020
The total budget sum 80,000.00 EUR
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Kim van Haaster is producer/director and owner of KIM
FILMS. Kim is a filmmaker with a background in cultural
anthropology. Together with children she aims to address difficult topics to a 9+ audience with a lot of love and
power. Kim graduated as an anthropologist in 2004, and
Play, no matter what! (2004) was her first mid-length
documentary. Besides the production of documentaries
she works freelance as a director, videographer, editor
and producer of short films for promotional, informational and educational purposes. She also does a lot of
filmmaking workshops with children (4-12yrs).

Ana Kvichidze was born in 1993. She was studying
directing feature films at Shota Rustaveli Theatre and
Film at Georgia State University. At the same time, she
worked on films and TV-show as Script supervisor,
Casting, and Director’s assistant. Her first narrative short
film Downpour (14min) is inspired by Georgian folk and
mythology. She has two short documentary films, one
of them is Magic recipes of Deniza and Madona which
she shot within the project 16 women for change and it’s
about two charmer friends from Georgian village.
The second documentary upside-down moon is also
inspired by charmers and legends from the mountains of
Georgia.

Heart, don’t be afraid
გულო ნუ გეშინია
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Mariam Bitsadze is a Georgian producer. She has
finished Ilia State University, the faculty of Psychology.
Now she is doing her MA degree of Visual Arts at the
Shota Rustaveli Theatre and Film University, in Georgia,
Tbilisi. Her company 17/07 Productions produced first
short by Ana Kvichidze - Downpour.

I can’t stop (web series)
Ik kan niet stoppen (webserie)

Synopsis

Logline

Logline

Synopsis

To make a protective talisman from an evil eye we need - lead (1
tablespoon), charcoal (1 tablespoon), black knife (1), black material,
needle, black thread, human hair for whom we make talisman and the
spell. It is this recipe to make talismans from grandma Vardo.
She works on the balcony of her old hut. Front of us Vardo will make
a belt for pregnant women so that they will not misbirth. We will learn
her spells and hear stories about life and loneliness.

The story of a retired witch − Vardo, who waits for “patients”.

A child and a grownup, both experienced with addiction, speak while
they take on a scavenger hunt.

Karla has a very small, thin face and when the wind blows strongly,
when there is a storm raging outside, she doesn’t go out because
she believes she might blow away like a feather! Karla: “I am taking
methadone, that is a little pill ....it works even better if I take it with
a cup of coffee.” Sam’s mom is addicted to heroin. Sam: “My mom
sometimes leaves the house and I have no idea where she is.”
Sam and Karla meet and go on a scavenger hunt and share their
experiences with heroin addiction.

Director Ana Kvichidze
Producer Mariam Bitsadze
Production Company 17/07 Productions
Original language Georgian
Subtitles English
Length 52’
Shooting format 4K (16:9)
Expected date of delivery 1/7/2022
The total budget sum 30,400.00 EUR

Director Kim Van Haaster
Producer Kim Van Haaster
Production Company Kim Films
Original language Dutch
Subtitles English
Length 15’, Each Episode
Shooting format 1080P/24
Expected date of delivery 10/18/2020
The total budget sum 202,750.00 EUR
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Frederike Migom is a director, writer, and actor. After
studying drama in New York, she moved to Paris to
study filmmaking, working on various projects in Paris
and abroad. She is now based in Brussels, where she
also directed her first short film, Malakim, in 2013.
Malakim was followed by Adam & Everything (2014) and
Nkosi Coiffure (2015). Migom went on to direct a short
documentary, Si-G, which screened at festivals all over the
world. Binti is Migom’s feature debut.

I feel...
Ik voel me
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Tanja Brzakovic was born in Belgrade. She received a master‘s degree in Directing from the University of Belgrade
in Serbia, as well as from the University of Hamburg, in
Germany. She writes and directs shorts and documentaries,
and works as media teacher. Her films have been screened at festivals all over the world and garnered numerous
awards at festivals: Sedicicorto, Religion today, Belgrade
Ethnological FF, Palermo Sport FF, Bergischer Filmprize,
Sehsüchte, Shocking Short Award 13th Street, Deutscher
Filmschulpreis in silver and others. She is a member of
European Film Academy.

Maarten Schmidt founded Storyhouse in 2013. He worked
in the creative and production department of over 28
films, most of which documentaries. All of which have
been broadcast, some with an international theatrical
release. His first 2 productions as a producer: ‘Ne me
quitte pas’ and ‘Our City’ premiered at IDFA and were
awarded at international film festivals such as Tribeca,
Hot Docs, Doca- viv, Milano Film Fest, FIFF Namur. BBC
broadcasted his production ‘Saints’.

Nebojsa Miljkovic founded the production company
TALAS FILM, in which he works as a prooducer, director
and production manager. For this company, and in coproduction with other Serbian and foreign film companies, he
has produced numerous short, feature documentary and
experimental films, most of which were awarded on different film festivals in the region and among the world.

Scenes from the life of a mutt
Prizori iz života džukca

Synopsis

Logline

Logline

Synopsis

“You can’t stop the waves, but you can learn to surf.”
The kids in this movie are in trouble. At school or at home, these
children are often incomprehensible and unmanageable to their
parents and family, teachers and friends. They are expelled because
of a rage in class, desperate moms call emergency during a crisis and
the child is taken to hospital in an ambulance, tied up. In this film, we
let three children of child psychiatry speak at UZ Brussels.

What does it mean to be admitted to psychiatry as a child?

Stray dogs face the society in a profound state of empathetic,
ecological and moral degeneration.

Young mother fights to protect her babies from cold/hunger;
surviving of the family in the devastated industrial lot after the last
human is gone; running away from the chains and fighting to stay
free; abandoned- hurt -fighter being saved by garbage damp strays;
hunted and taken to prison, without being guilty of any crime; waiting
for the owner who died to “come back”. Combining 7 destinies of
7 main characters in one life story, we witness dignified fight for
survival in an undignified world.

Director Frederike Migom
Producer Maarten Schmidt
Production Company Storyhouse
Original language Dutch
Subtitles No Subtitles
Length 15’
Shooting format HD
Expected date of delivery 1/10/2021
The total budget sum 54.323 EUR

Director Tanja Brzaković
Producer Nebojša Miljković
Production Company Talas Film
Co-Production Company Mi Film
Co-Producer Martin Ivanov
Original language Serbian
Subtitles English
Length 75’
Shooting format HD
Expected date of delivery 9/1/2020
The total budget sum 120,546.00 EUR
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Who is Who
at Beldocs Market
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Sales Agents
and Regional Distributors

Autlook Filmsales

Cat&Dogs

Elisabeth Grund
TV Sales
sales@autlookfilms.com

Catherine le Clef
President
cat@catndocs.com

Autlook Filmsales is one of the leading sales agents for feature
documentaries and doc series. Since its inception in 2006, Autlook
has been building a strong and varied network
of partners including digital platforms, theatrical distributors,
broadcasters and festivals. Autlook offers a full spectrum of
distribution, in-house, customized sales and festival strategies
that help maximize revenues, audience engagement that fosters
filmmakers’ careers, and an endless passion for the art of
documentaries.

CAT&Docs is a Paris based sales agent company set up by Catherine
Le Clef. CAT&Docs is looking for pertinent and impertinent docs at
any stage on topical questions and timeless subjects; docs that are
carefully researched; docs that rigorously explore the subject matter,
that are audacious, open to the diversity of the world and that have
their place on the international scene; docs that question the world
and propose new ways of looking at it. Docs that keep us from closing
our eyes.

Belgian Docs

DR Sales

Thierry Detaille
Manager, Acquisitions and Consulting
thierry.detaille@gmail.com

Mette Bjerregaard
Sales Manager
mebj@dr.dk

Belgian Docs, commercial unit of Centre de l’Audiovisuel à Bruxelles
and Wallonie Image Production, is the main belgian documentaries
catalog, partnering abroad with producers and channels. Visible film
is a ranking International sales & presales company, is associated
with Docs Online for online documentary marketing and pre-sales,
and with Post production Studios Dame Blanche within Agent Double
prodco, supporting post-production through tax shelter funding.

DR Sales is the sales department of the Danish Broadcasting
Corporation and the leading Nordic distributor of high-end drama
series and award-winning documentary films. DR Sales’ goal is to
offer the best series and documentaries in the market collaborating
closely with worldwide acknowledged directors and producers
from the region. DR Sales also handles projects in production in
close collaboration for international co-productions and pre-sales.
Territories: Spain, Portugal, Greece, Cyprus, Eastern Europe, Middle
East, Asia, Australia, NZ, Africa and Latin America.
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Feel Sales

Heretic

Java Films

Pablo Briseño Galvan
Sales and acquisitions
pablobriseno@feelsales.com

Antigoni Papantoni
Acquisitions
acquisitions@heretic.gr

Olivier Semonnay
Festivals & Features Manager
olivier@javafilms.tv

Deckert Distribution is a world sales company for documentaries
and stands for excellent, director-led, award-winning films, such as
the 2020 OSCAR nominated “Honeyland” by Ljubomir Stefanov &
Tamara Kotevska, Emmy Award winners “Miners Shot Down” by
Rehad Desai and “No Burqas Behind Bars” by Nima Sarvestani, the
2010 OSCAR nominated “Rabbit A La Berlin” by Bartek Konopka and
Piotr Rosolowski, “¡Vivan las antipodas!” by Victor Kossakovsky...
The company was established by managing director Heino Deckert
in 2003 and is based in Leipzig.

Feelsales is an international sales agency devoted to documentary
films and short films. Is part of The Circular Group, in which also
participate Freak Independent Film Agency, agency specialized in
international film festivals distribution and Feelmakers.com, VOD
platform dedicated to documentaries, animation and short films.
The three companies together offer a complete service of films
commercializing with a unique strategy to achieve the best results for
the films.

We are a boutique world sales agency based in Athens, Greece,
which supports and encourages outstanding films and filmmakers to
reach out to the world. Founded in 2014, we have worked on fiction,
documentary and short films as a key partner for solid strategies in
festivals, sales and alternative distribution models.
Having initially focused on films that were produced or co-produced
by South Eastern European countries, we have since 2017 branched
out of that initial territory, repping films of different genres from all
over the world.

Founded in 2005, Java Films rapidly established itself as one of
Europe’s leading independent documentary distributors, providing
production support and distribution to both finished films and
projects in development. In 2013, we opened a separate department
- Java Features - to handle our growing theatrical catalogue and
in 2014 we opened a separate office in London. Our films include
international Emmy winners and have been nominated for prestigious
prizes like the Goyas or premiered at important festivals like
Sundance, Tribeca, HotDocs, CPH:Dox or IDFA.

Filmotor

Go2Films

IDFF Beldocs

KFF Sales & Promotion

Maddie Gwinn, Filmmaker
Michaela Cajkova, Founder
filmotorfest@gmail.com

Hedva Goldschmidt
Managing Director
sales@go2films.com

Mladen Vušurović
Founder and Director
mladen.vusurovic@beldocs.rs

Katarzyna Wilk
Deputy Director of KFF Sales & Promotion
katarzyna.wilk@kff.com.pl

Founded in October 2017 in Prague, Filmotor is the first world sales
company based in former Czechoslovakia. Filmotor is dedicated to international distribution of creative and independent features. As a new
player in the market their aim is to collaborate with new talents, first, and
second time filmmakers, and make their works visible in the world of
cinema. Working only shortly, they are proud of the catalogue consisting
of titles that premiered and won in Venice, CPH:DOX, Locarno, IDFA, Hot
Docs, Visions du Reel, or Berlinale... We search for art-house projects
shaping the mind, controversial topics and politics with innovative aesthetic elements. For our filmmakers we offer the festival and sales representation with the goal to make the films visible internationally.

Go2Films specializes in distribution, marketing and co-production
of top Israeli docs, fiction films and TV series as well as international
films with Jewish related content. We have a soft spot for movies
which help us understand who we are, where do we come from
and where we want to go.We work with the filmmakers to design a
distribution & marketing strategy tailored specifically for their film,
making sure that each film reaches its audiences worldwide. Recent
documentaries includes 21 Days Inside (Winner FipaDoc 2020),
Kosher Beach, Golda and The Church (ARTE/NDR, BBC Arabic, NHK,
YLE, RTS, RSI, KAN)

Beldocs was founded in 2008 and based on the idea that the
documentary form has a special power to inspire people to think,
create, and believe in change. Beldocs IDFF has been organizing
International Documentary Film Festival Beldocs in Belgrade, Beldocs
Echo, Beldocs Market, Beldocs Academy, Mini Doc, Beldocs in
Progress, and Documentaries for Kids and Youth. Association joined
two European projects #europeanfilmchallenge and AVA Doc.
Beldocs`s distribution catalogue selects the most remarkable recently
produced European and World documentaries.

KFF Sales & Promotion is an agency run by the Krakow Film
Foundation devoted to the international sales of ducumentary films
and the festival promotion and distribution of Polish documentaries
under the brand Polish Docs – projects offering a set of newest Polish
film to film profesionals and preparing promotional events at the
most important documentary festivals and markets. KFF Industry,
a platform created for film professionals at the Krakow Film Festival
consists of film market, workshops, pitchings, panel discussions,
presentations and networking events. She works also as a film and
culture journalist. She worked as an expert of Polish Film Institute.

Hanne Biermann
Festival Manager
hanne@deckert-distribution.com
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Magnetfilm

Reservoir Docs

Sweet Spot Docs

Georg Gruber
Sales & Acquisitions, CEO
georg.gruber@magnetfilm.de

Anaïs Clanet
Partner, Head of Sales & Acquisitions
anais@urbangroup.biz

Nevena Milašinović and Bojana Marić
Co-founders, S&A Executive
nevena@sweetspotdocs.com
bojana@sweetspotdocs.com

Kino Rebelde is a Sales and Distribution company exclusively
dedicated to promotion of non-fiction cinema, hybrid narratives and
experimental. Based on the creative distribution of few titles by year,
Kino Rebelde established itself as a “boutique agency”, working on
a specialized strategy for each film, within its own characteristics,
market potential, niches and formal and alternative windows.

MAGNETFILM is a Berlin based boutique world sales company and
strategic consultant dedicated to maximising audience and exposure
for an annual slate of up to 15 documentary films and a handful of
carefully selected short films. We handle worldwide licensing across
all platforms, supporting both established and emerging filmmakers.
Our approach is hands-on, agile, creative and transparent – focused on
nurturing long-term partnerships and working closely with filmmakers
and producers to develop tailor-made marketing and distribution
strategies for every title throughout the entire film lifecycle.

Opened in June 2020, Reservoir Docs is an independent international
sales company specialized in feature documentaries, always with
a cultural angle and mainstream engaged stories.Among the
recognized titles, TALKING ABOUT TREES by Subaib Gasmelbari
(Best Documentary in Berlin 2019), THE RAFT by Marcus Lindeen
(CPH DOX Winner 2018) and the timeless multi-awarded THE BLACK
POWER MIXTAPE. Reservoir Docs is part of the Urban Group and
took over Wide House catalogue.

Sweet Spot Docs is a marketing, distribution and sales agency based
in Switzerland, committed to powerful documentary storytelling.
Seeking films with capacity to push the limits of perception, question
important topics and move the audience deeply. We support
documentarians brave enough to use their cinematic language in a
creative and personal way, standing out firmly with their viewpoints.
Our mission is to provide full range of marketing and distribution
solutions, helping documentary projects meet the challenges of
constantly evolving market.

LevelK

Monoduo Films

Square Eyes

Taskovski Films

Wouter Jansen
Sales & Festivals
info@squareeyesfilm.com

Irena Taskovski
CEO / Head of Acquisitions
irena@taskovskifilms.com

Square Eyes is a sales and festival distribution agency which helps
outstanding non-mainstream films find the audience and recognition
they deserve. Founded by veteran festival programmer Wouter
Jansen, the agency develops bespoke release strategies for bold,
author-driven features and shorts. By keeping their portfolio small,
the Square Eyes team ensure that each film they represent reaches
its fullest potential.

Taskovski Films Ltd network with head office in London and branches
across Europe is a documentary company that integrates production,
sales, professional film business training and film & art residencies.
We believe film has transformative power to inspire change.
Our passion is discovering and supporting new and well established
talent to tell stories that can spark social change by surprising and
engaging audiences across the globe. We welcome innovative, playful
and risky forms of filmmaking and authorial stories in fields of arts and
culture, history, society, politics and environment, while still maintaining
high criteria when it comes to production value, content and form.

Maria Vera
CEO/Producer
distribution@kinorebelde.com

Tine Klint
Founder & CEO
tine.klint@levelk.dk

LevelK is handling international sales and aggregation. We are
specialized in rights optimizations that are reflected through our
innovative approach to cross-platform/cross-country distribution
combining theatrical and traditional means - alongside digital
distribution and marketing. Our goal is to bring our films to the
market with an individual strategy so the film finds its own path
to its audience and hereby increase royalties. We are working with
edgy, original films that we can market worldwide and that will
resonate with international audiences.

Ben Bassauer
International Sales and Distribution
ben@monoduo.net

Monoduo Films is a sales agency and distributor exclusively
dedicated to music documentaries.
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Regional, Public,
Commercial TV Channels

Al Jazeera Balkans (AJB)

Albanian TV

Lejla Dedić
Program Department
Program Producer, Acquisitions
and Co – Productions
lejla.dedic@aljazeera.net

Neraida Cukali
Editor in Chief of Movie and Docu Channel
n.cukali@rtsh.al

Đani Hasečić
Program Department
Head of Reversioning
djani.hasecic@aljazeera.net

Albanian Public Radio Television, RTSH is the only public broadcaster
in Albania founded in 1960 in Tirana. Since 4 years it has enlarged its
platform with 12 new free tv channels. One of them is RTSH Movie
& Docu Channel, a 24/7 digital channel which broadcasts foreign
documentaries and movies in the territory of Albania. For the moment
the channel broadcasts all genres of film documentaries, docu-series
and movies and has a fast growing interest in the audience.

Sead Kreševljaković
Program Department
Creative and Commissioning Producer
sead.kresevljakovic@aljazeera.net

With impartial reporting and a news agenda that places people
at the center of the story, we’re giving our audience the objective
coverage they want without the politically influenced spin they’ve
endured in the past. As the first regional news channel, we deliver
programming and analysis in local languages. With headquarters in
Sarajevo and broadcast centers in Belgrade, Skopje and Zagreb, our
correspondents provide local context to the topics that impact people
at a regional and international level. As a part of the Al Jazeera Media
Network, we have access to more than 70 bureaus around the world
- meaning viewers can get the global coverage they want from a local
voice they trust. At Al Jazeera Balkans (AJB), we strive to dig deeper
and light the darkest shadows – echoing the voice of the people
and giving a voice to the voiceless. Untold stories are presented in
documentaries.

Radio - Television
of Vojvodina - RTV
Jovica Tojagić
Head of Acquisition and Selection
of Documentary Program
jovica.tojagic@rtv.rs

Radio-Television of Vojvodina is a regional public broadcasting service
that produces and broadcast high quality television, radio and multimedia programming in Serbian and minority languages. RTV produces and
broadcasts regional programming on two channels,RTV1 and RTV2, and
three radio frequencies, all of which broadcasts 24 hours a day. Considering documentary program, we have several slots: on Monday at RTV1
23pm, we broadcast multi awarded films, some of them had premier at
Beldocs; from Monday to Friday at TV1 9 am we broadcast educational
and scientific films and series. From February 2017 we launched a
project entitled “Meet world cinematography” where we broadcast
foreign doc- umentaries as well.
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Klasik TV

RTV Slovenia

HRT

FTV

Maja Jelisić Cooper
Co-founder / CEO
maja@klasiktv.com

Petra Počkaj
Editor and buyer
Foreign Programmes, TV Slovenia
petra.pockaj@rtvslo.si

Mira Vočinkić
Head of Foreign Programme Acquisitions
Mira.Vocinkic@hrt.hr

Namik Kabil
Editor In Chief of Documentary Programme
namik.kabil@rtvfbih.ba

Klasik TV is 24/7 channel dedicated to “domestic” films from the
region of former Yugoslavia. It was launched in 2010 and soon
became the major platform for promotion of local and regional film
production. It supports the film industry and festivals throughout
the region and has strong cultural significance. The channel
broadcasts old and new films including long feature movies, series,
documentaries and animated films from the 1950’s through today.
Apart from legendary and more recent feature length productions,
it also proudly presents excellent documentaries (created in Serbia,
Croatia, Slovenia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Macedonia). Klasik TV is distributed via approximately 30 operators
throughout the region, and is consistantly ranked as one of the top
performing cable and IPTV channels on the market.

RTV Slovenija is a non-profit organization of special cultural and
national importance, performing its activities in the field of radio and
television in accordance with the RTV Slovenija Public Act.
TV Slovenia, Foreign Programmes Department focuses on
acquisitions of documentaries on current affairs, social issues,
science, history (52’, preferably one-offs) and feature length
documentaries on various topics.

HRT - Croatian Radiotelevision is a public broadcasting company. It
operates four television channels and eleven radio channels. Besides
TV, radio and web, HRT also incorporates Symphony Orchestra,
Jazz Orchestra, Tamburitza Orchestra and Choir. On May 25th, 2012,
HRT’s television program archive, radio program archives have
acquired a status of cultural heritage. HRT is a direct successor of
Radio Zagreb which started broadcasting on May 15th, 1926 as the
first public broadcasting facility in the region of SE Europe, and of
Televizija Zagreb which started broadcasting on May 15th, 1956.
In June 1990, the Croatian Parliament renamed the company from
Radiotelevizija Zagreb into Hrvatska radiotelevizija. On January
1st, 1993, HRT was admitted as a full active member of the EBU European Broadcasting Union, the largest organisation of public
service broadcasters in the world.

Federal Television, Sarajevo, is one of the three public services in
Bosnia and Herzegovina. It is financed partially through the regular
citizen monthly subscriptions and partially commercially.
The whole country eagerly expects new and more efficiently
regulated subscription law which would eventually lead to financial
stability of public servis in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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National Film Centers
VOD Platforms
Festivals
VR
Production Companies
Filmmakers
Journalists
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A Bao A Qu

Cinesquare

Laia Colell
Jon Echeverria
jon.echeverria@a-abaoaqu.org

Saša Stanišić
Founder
stanisik@yahoo.com

A Bao A Qu is a non-profit cultural organization founded in 2004,
devoted to the conception and development of programs and activities
linking art to schools, especially film education. In 2014 A Bao A Qu
launched the European program Moving Cinema, which since then
and until 2022 is founded by Creative Europe MEDIA; Since 2015 they
also participate in the European film education project CinEd. Other
remarkable projects include Creators in Residence in Barcelona High
Schools (since 2009, in collaboration with Ayuntamiento de Barcelona
/ Barcelona City Council) and Fotografia en curs (since 2012).

Saša Stanišić is a director, producer and writer. He was born in
Pristina in 1979. He graduated in General and Comparative Literature
at the Faculty of Philology “Blaže Koneski”, as well as film and TV
directing at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts (FDA) in Skopje. He is the
founder of Katavej, with which he started cinesquare.net, the largest
and unique VoD platform focused on European films covering the
entire region of Southeast Europe (Northern Macedonia, Slovenia,
Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, Romania,
Bulgaria , Albania, Greece, Cyprus and Turkey).

Artikulacija

Digital Mind

Ivan Đurović
General Manager/Producer
ivandjurovic@artikulacija.co.me

Vitomir Jevremović
Founder
vitomir.jevremovic@digitalmind.rs

Artikulacija Film is the first independent production company in
Montenegro. Since its beginnings it has been committed to innovations
in audio-visual production, international cooperation and incorporating
high professional standards into Montenegrin audio-visual industry.
Artikulacija has produced 20 long-feature films and TV series as well
as provided production services to numerous projects. Among its
clients are well known world companies: BMW, BENTLEY, JEEP, FIAT,
ORANGE, TOYOTA, BBC, Travel, Discovery, Lonely Planet.

Since 2011, he has founded the company Digital Mind, which
is engaged in the production of digital content and interactive
installations in the field of digital communication.
He is the author of the first museum in virtual reality - VR Museum
of Nikola Tesla (Calls to Tesla). In 2018, it launched the VR-ALL-ART
platform, which enables museums and galleries to create virtual
exhibitions. The platform houses numerous museums from Serbia,
including the National Museum, as well as museums and galleries
from around the world. In 2019, VR-ALL-ART received funding from
the Innovation Fund.
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Doc Alliance Films

Dragan Nikolić

Ji.hlava IDFF

Film Center Serbia

Diana Tabakov
Head of acquisitions and film programme
tabakov@dafilms.com

Dragan Nikolić
Filmmaker
dragans.nikolic@gmail.com

Merek Hovorka
Festival Director
marek@ji-hlava.cz

Gordan Matic
Director
gordan.matic@fcs.rs

The VOD platform www.DAFilms.com is the project of the Doc
Alliance festival network formed by 7 key European documentary film
festivals (CPH:DOX, DOK Leipzig, FID Marseille, Jihlava IDFF, Planete
Doc Film Festival, Visions du Réel Nyon, Doclisboa). For a small fee,
it offers over 1800 documentary and experimental films accessible
across the globe for streaming or legal download. The portal presents
film programmes of diverse character ranging from presentation
of archive historical films through world retrospectives of world
filmmakers to premiere formats such as the day-and-date release.

Dragan Nikolić is the complete author of the films “Pogrebnik” (2013),
“Caviar Connection” (2008) and “Nacionalni park” (2006), all three
premiered at IDFA. He is the screenwriter of the feature film “Reži”
(FEST 2019), co-screenwriter of the feature documentary “Made
in Serbia” (FEST 2005) and the short feature film “Beži zeko, beži”
(Cannes Film Festival 2003, first prize in the cinefondation category)
. He is a playwright with the play “Transylvania” (15 years on the
regular repertoire of the Belgrade Drama Theater) and the play “Ja,
Amerikanac” included in the top five for the Sterija Award in 2014.

The Ji.hlava International Documentary Film Festival is a key
European documentary event and the largest one in Central and
Eastern Europe. The festival retains a distinctive and progressive
programming approach and has built a significant Industry section,
featuring projects such as Emerging Producers, Festival Identity,
Ji.hlava Academy, Inspiration Forum and more. The festival is also
famous for its informal atmosphere, discussion character, and full
screening venues. The Jihlava IDFF will celebrate its 24th edition this
year between October 27 – November 1.

Gordan Matić holds a BA degree from Faculty of Culture and Media
and has finished the Master studies in Management in Culture and
Media. He has directed several theater plays, television and short films,
and is best known for the film Ginger - A story about Radivoj Korać. He
also directed documentary-fiction series “Serbian Medieval Heroes.
He was the curator of Šumadija International Film Festival (ŠIFF) from
2016 to 2018 and is the founder and lecturer of several film workshops.
Since July 2019, Matić is the director of Film Center of Serbia.

Docu Days Ukraine

EuroVOD

Film Centre of Montenegro

FDULab

Darya Bassel
Programmer, Head of Industry Platform
darya.bassel@docudays.ua

Silvia Cibien
General Delegate
scibien@eurovod.org

Sehad Čekić
Managing Director
info@fccg.me

Mirko Stojković, professor, mirko.stojkovic@fdu.bg.ac.rs
Branko Sujić, assistant professor, branko.sujic@fdu.bg.ac.rs
Pavle Dinulović, docent, pavle.dinulovic@fdu.bg.ac.rs
Jovana Karaulić, assistant, jovanakaraulic@gmail.com

Born in Ukraine in 1985. Studied German language and literature
in Odessa, after graduating moved to Kyiv and worked in TV and
commercial production as a producer. In 2011 joined the team of
Docudays UA International Human Rights Documentary Film Festival
(Kyiv) where she works to this day as a programmer and industry
head. Parallel to her work at the festival she works in film production.
My father is my mother’s brother directed by Vadym Ilkov (the most
innovative film in the international competition at Visions du reel
2018) was the first film where she worked as associate producer and
festival agent. In 2019 together with Viktoria Khomenko they started
the film production company Moon Man.

EUROVOD is the association of European VoD platforms. Founded
in 2010 in France, it represents today 29 members, established in 19
countries: global, international and national services. The average
aggregated catalogue of our members is made by 78% of European
titles. EUROVOD strives to facilitate a collaborative management
within the VoD sector (networking, benchmarking, business
dev.), being an inclusive point of reference for European funding
schemes and regulations, enhancing transparency & data sharing,
strenghtening the dialogue with chain of rights and tech industries
and defend and promote cultural diversity and the use of VoD as a
legal channel for the distribution of audiovisual content.

The Film Centre of Montenegro is a public institution with the aim
of creating the proper, stimulating environment for the Montenegrin
film community and its promotion to Europe and the world. Its main
activities include: the management of the film fund; the support of
new film productions; the promotion of Montenegrin cinema and its
potential for international productions; training programmes for film
professionals directed towards raising the level of their professional
skills; as well as the series of activities around film festivals and film
literacy.

The FDU Interactive Arts Laboratory initiates and implements research
projects in which is represented by interdisciplinary, theoretical and
practical approach in production of digital and analog experimental art
content. During previous years, Lab produced a game “Eclipse” as an
adaptation of Joyce’s Ulysses. The Lab organized many lecturers and
members of the Laboratory participated in dozens of conferences in
the country and abroad.
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Helios Sustainable
Films

International Film Festival
Kino Otok – Isola Cinema

Jan Kounen

Lise Saxtrup

Moritz Bonatti, Producer
Georg Zeller, Producer
film@helios.bz

Ana Cerar
Programme Coordinator
ana.cerar@isolacinema.org

Jan Kounen
Filmmaker
agata@diversioncinema.com

Lise Saxtrup
Producer
sax@klassefilm.dk

Helios Sustainable Films Srl is an independent film production company
based in Bolzano, Italy. The company is the exclusive film branch of
HELIOS, a visual communications and marketing agency founded in
2001 with 20 years of experience. It produces and co-produces films
ranging from creative documentaries to feature films with a special
focus on humanistic, social and ecological issues. Company owner and
producer, Martin Rattini received the German Film Award for AMELIE
RENNT in 2018 which premiered at Berlinale in the same year.

The festival’s programme is built around the distinct concept of noncompetitiveness, where the focus of the audiences is exclusively
on the diversity and richness of cinematic expression. Instead of
putting forward jurors and prize winners, the attention of the festival
community goes to building personal connections amongst the
presented filmmakers, their films, and the general and professional
audiences. Instead of rolling out the red carpets we offer the flying
ones.

Jan Kounen studied film at the Ecole des Arts Décoratifs in Nice, In 1996,
he made his first feature film on the eccentric and violent dog breed
Dobermann, starring French actor Vincent Cassel. After the controversial
Dobermann film, Jan Kounen traveled across Mexico and Peru, where
he immersed in shaman culture and returned in 2004 with the western
Blueberry and documentaries Other Worlds and Darshan – The
Embrace. He developed 3 VR experiences: Ayahuasca - Kosmik Journey,
- 22.7°C and Seven Lives.

She owns the production company Klassefilm since 2004 and has
worked with documentary production for more than 20 years. She
has produced for kids as well as grown ups, nationally as well as
internationally. During the last 10 years she has also worked with
animation as well as interactive and game productions.

Institute of
Documentary Film

Just a moment
Production Company

Lennart Ström

Media Desk Serbia

Anna Kaslová, Manager
kaslova@dokweb.net
Zdenek Blaha , Programme Director
blaha@dokweb.net

Dagne Vildziunaite
dagne@justamoment.lt

Lennart Ström

M: brane Director
lennart@mbrane.se

Nevena Negojević
Head of MEDIA Desk Serbia
nevena@media.kreativnaevropa.rs

Institute of Documentary Film (IDF) has been supporting creative
documentary films from Central and Eastern Europe since 2001.
IDF provides both emerging and experienced filmmakers with training,
financing, networking and pitching opportunities. The promotional
and practical service of IDF includes a wide range of online and offline
catalogues being created annually, updating a thorough database of
CEE documentaries and professionals and a calendar of important
deadlines for producers, and bringing news from the world of
documentary film in general via dokweb.net and social media.

JUST A MOMENT is Vilnius-based independent production company
established in 2007 and since its start focusing on auteur driven
films with high quality. We have already produced 20 films both
short and features, documentary and fiction. Our recent titles include
Breathing Into Marble (Karlovy Vary IFF 2018, Busan IFF 2018), Core
of The World (San Sebastian IFF 2018, Toronto IFF 2018, Grand Prix
& Film Critics’ Award at Kinotavr FF), Nijole (DOK Leipzig 2018, The
Cartagena Film Festival FICCI 2019), Spoon (Karlovy Vary IFF 2019,
FIDBA 2019).

As Director of M:brane, Lennart is in charge of the whole event in
Malmö, content wise in collaboration with Senior Creative Advisor
Annette Brejner. He is the point-of-connection for Decision Makers
and he is responsible for the contact with financiers and collaborators.
Lennart Ström has been in the film business since the mid 80’s with
many different hats: Producer, Festival Director, Project Manager,
member of boards of different organisations connected to the audiovisual industry.

MEDIA Desk Serbia is an implementation body of the Creative Europe
MEDIA sub-program, formed within Film Center Serbia.
The main task of the Desk is to support representatives of the
audiovisual sector in Serbia to participate in the MEDIA sub-program.
Through consultations, education and networking activities MEDIA
Desk provides information about funding opportunities and helps
representatives of audiovisual sector in Serbia to secure financial
support of the MEDIA sub-program.
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Mikael Opstrup

Motovun Film Festival

Non-Aligned Films /
Theory at Work

Paradiddle Pictures

Mikael Opstrup
Producer
mikaelopstrup@outlook.dk

Inja Korać
Children and Youth Programmer
MFF Shorts Programmer / Programme Coordinator
inja@motovunfilmfestival.com

Dragana Jovović
Producer
dragana.jovovic@nonalignedfilms.com ,
dragana@theoryatwork.org

Ove Rishøj Jensen
Documentary consultant, producer
and outreach manager
ove@paradiddlepictures.com

With a background as a producer of international documentaries in
Copenhagen and thereafter 9 years as Head of Studies at European
Documentary Network, EDN, he now works as a specialist in project
development, trailer consultancy, co-productions, workshop planning
& tutoring.

Motovun FF is a festival devoted to international independent
films, created and launched in 1999 as an answer to the absolute
domination of Hollywood films in Croatian theatres. The aim is
to reflect diversity: esthetical, thematic and geographical one.
Program celebrates films standing out with their stories, warmth
and innovation. MFF holds more than 30 open air screenings across
Croatia.

Dragana Jovović, is a producer from Belgrade, Serbia working in
the field of art-house and experimental cinema and theater. She
produced documentaries Yugoslavia, How Ideology Moved Our
Collective Body by Marta Popivoda (Berlinale, 2013) and Depth Two
by Ognjen Glavonić (Berlinale 2016). Her first feature film production
The Load premiered at 71st Cannes Film Festival at Director’s
Fortnight in 2018. She is a co-founder of two production companies
Non-Aligned Films and Theory at Work. She is EAVE graduate.

Working in the international documentary sector since 2003,
Ove Rishøj Jensen has an extensive network within the industry.
In addition to producing and co-producing films, he gives lectures
and run workshops about script writing, project development,
international financing, co-production, impact, outreach and
distribution. Since 2011 Ove has worked for the Swedish production
company Auto Images as Producer and Outreach Manager. Alongside
this, Ove launched in 2019 his own company for documentary
training and consultancy, entitled Paradiddle Pictures.

Meno Avilys NGO

No Wave Films

Prababa Production

Stefania Casini

Gintė Žulytė
Media anthropologist, film educator
gzulyte@gmail.com

Petar Mitrić
CEO
petar.mitric@gmail.com

Jovana Nikolić
Owner / Producer
jovana@prababa.rs

Stefania Casini
Filmmaker
bizefproduzione@me.com

Gintė Žulytė has worked in the field of film education for a decade.
She is a co-founder and project manager of the film and media
education and heritage organisation Meno Avilys in Vilnius, Lithuania.
Since 2020 she has been a lecturer at the Faculty of Film and
Theatre at Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre. She is a team
member of the European project Moving Cinema and a partner in
the international project Cinéma, cent ans de jeunesse and in the
European project CinEd. She is also a scriptwriter and a co-producer
of the Lithuanian documentary The Ancient Woods.

Founded in 2017 with the goal of production, distribution and
promotion of arthouse films. Worked on several international projects
including research for Israeli documentary Az a Szep by Sivan Levi,
development of feature documentary project Before the Noise by N.
Milosevic. With director Szabolcs Tolnai works as production assistant
and editor on feature fiction King of the Forest. Regional distributor of
Les Garcons Savage by Bertrand Mandico.
		

Jovana Nikolić is the main producer of documentary films The
Undertaker (IDFA 2013), The Caviar Connection (IDFA 2008) and
National Park (IDFA 2006). She is a minority co-producer of the first
Swiss-Serbian co-production The Shift (in post-production). She
coproduced with ITVS International (US), Cognito Films (CH) and ARTE
(DE), in association with Channel 4 (GB), SVT (SE), YLE (FI), NRK (NO)
etc. Holds a PhD from the Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Belgrade.

Architect, journalist, actress with B. Bertolucci, P. Morrissey,
P. Greenaway and D. Argento. She played Andy Warhol’s Bad, wrote
and directed Lontano da dove, selected at Venice Film Festival, and
Un Paradiso di Bugie. She founded the Bizef Produzione company
and made a great number of documentaries focusing on women and
youngsters. She directed Islam: stories of women; Latin America:
stories of women; To be 20 years old in Sofia, Street Priests, A Blow
to the Mafia, Madein Albania, Palermo’s secret waters. In the last
5 years, she has been interested in Interactive Documentary and VR,
and has participated at the Hackathon Leipzig.
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Stéphane Malagnac

Thessaloniki
IFF

Vuk Perović

Stéphane Malagnac
Media Relations & PiXii Development Executive
stephane@sunnysideofthedoc.com

Angeliki Petrou
International Program Coordinator
petrou@filmfestival.gr

Vuk Perović
TV Editor-in-Chief/Film Critic
vukperovic@gmail.com

Stephane Malagnac has been hired for 6 years as Media Relations
consultant. In 2017, he was part of the first edition of PiXii and,
since January 2020, he’s been engaged as Media Relations & PiXii
Development Executive. Journalist and cross-media consultant for
press and public relations, Stéphane Malagnac brings 25 years of
experience in broadcast and communication. Since, he collaborates
as consultant for studios, festivals and pro meetings as well as
international companies of the field of broadcast, immersive content
and digital culture.

Yorgos Krassakopoulos
Head of Programming
krassakopoulos@filmfestival.gr

The Thessaloniki International Film Festival is the leading Cinema
institution in Greece. TIFF’s annual activity includes the organisation of
Thessaloniki IFF and Thessaloniki Documentary Festival. In addition,
TIFF runs a 4 screens cinema complex, the Thessaloniki Cinema
Museum and the Thessaloniki Cinematheque as well as a Cinema
Library which are housed at the picturesque port of Thessaloniki.

Sunny Side of the Doc

Ulla Haestrup

Patrizia Mancini
International Development Executive
patrizia@sunnysideofthedoc.com

Ulla Haestrup
Producer
ulla.haestrup@gmail.com

For 31 years, Sunny Side of the Doc has become a major international
marketplace for documentary and specialist factual content across all
platforms. Each year, the 4-day event brings together broadcasters,
decision makers, financing bodies, distributors, content creators
and producers from around the world to sell or buy projects and
programmes, and to find coproduction partners. Sunny Side of the
Doc creates unique opportunities for all +2,300 professionals from
60 countries, to follow the latest industry trends, present 700 untold
stories, make new connections and embrace interactive forms of
storytelling including virtual reality, through a variety of high-level
pitching sessions, panel discussions and networking activities.

Ulla has been working with Childrens television and Films for over 20
years. Starting in DR (Danish public service Broadcast) in different
positions such as Programme buyer, producer and Commissioning
Editor - always with Children and Youth content as her field. In 2015
she moved on to the Danish Filminstitute as Film Commissioner for
Short and Documentary films for Children & Youth, where she stayed
for 5 years working with both documentary and fiction in all formats
and cross media platforms. She is now working as a freelance
consultant in the spectrum of Children and Youth Content.

Editor in chief of film and serial programs on Radio Television of
Montenegro. Founder and artistic director of UnderhillFest, an
international feature-length documentary film festival. Founder of
the international project development program - CIRCLE, intended
for women in the audiovisual industry. Member of FIPRESCI
(International Association of Film Critics) and FEDEORA (Federation
of Film Critics of Europe and the Mediterranean). He interviewed
many world-famous people from the film industry, winners of the
most important awards - Oscars, Palme d’Or, Golden Bear. He has
written about film and culture for various dailies, weeklies and portals
at home and abroad.
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Programme

BELDOCS INDUSTRY
SEPTEMBER 4–10, 2020

LOCATIONS: ONLINE, NOVA ISKRA WORKSPACE DORĆOL

Sept 4

Sept 7

DAY 3

Sept 8

10.00 – 11.30

Opening panel

10.10 – 11.30

Serbian Docs in Progress – public pitch, Part 1
– 4 projects

10.00 – 12.00

Beldocs in Progress – public pitch, Part 1
– 4 projects

Zdenek Blaha, Institute of Documentary Film Prague
Darya Bassel, DOCUDAYS UA
Christian A. Falch, UpNorth
Masha Markovic, Sarajevo FF

12.00 – 13.20

Serbian Docs in Progress – public pitch, Part 2
– 4 projects

12.30 – 14.30

Beldocs in Progress – public pitch, Part 2
– 4 projects

Beldocs in Progress – Pitching Workshop

15.30 – 18.30

Industry meetings

Panel discussion in co-operation with Eurovod
A new ecosystem for docs online:
trends and case studies

14.30 – 17.40

Industry meetings

Beldocs Academy

DAY 1

DAY 4

Sept 9

DAY 5

Documentaries for Kids & Youth Seminar
Ove Rishøj Jensen (Paradiddle Pictures) and Ulla Haestrup
9.30 – 9.45

Opening

9.45 – 10.15

Presentation of Lyfta

10.15 – 10.45

Universe – A New Way of Approaching Docs for Youth

Ove Rishøj Jensen
Serdar Ferit, co-CEO
Ulla Haestrup

10.45 – 11.00

How do you reach young audiences?

11.30 – 12.30

Case study on the documentary series My Faith

Sept 5

Q&A with Lyfta and Ulla Haestrup

12.00 – 13.30

Ieva Ūbele, Beldocs IDFF
Richard Broughton, Amper Analysis
Armelle Llop, Tënk
Sasa Stanisik, Cinesquare

Lise Saxstrup, producer

DAY 2

Documentaries for Kids & Youth Project Develoment Workshop
Ove Rishøj Jensen (Paradiddle Pictures) and Ulla Haestrup
9.30 – 9.45

Welcome and general intro to the workshop

9.45 – 11.00

Project development in plenary

11.30 – 12.45

Project development in plenary

12.45 – 13.15

Wrapping the day

Challenges and opportunities of 2020:
what have we learnt

9.00 – 17.30

Serbian Docs in Progress – Pitching Workshop
Jovana Nikolić, Prababa Production

10.00 – 17.30

Beldocs Academy - Project Development Workshop

12.00 – 13.00

Master Class

Sept 10

DAY 6

Beldocs Academy
10.00 – 17.00

12.00 – 17.20

Mikael Opstrup

Project Development Workshop

Vitomir Jevremović, Digital Mind
Jan Kounen

Vitomir Jevremović, Digital Mind

Beldocs Academy

10.00 – 11.00

Sept 4 - 10

Public Pitch

Individual usage of Beldocs Market Video Library

Masterclasses
Live streaming
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September 7 / 16.00

September 8 / 16.00

September 9 / 12.00

Master class: Claire Simon

Master class: Mako Sajko

Master class: Jan Kounen

The Place as a Story Generator

Wordless: The Cinema of the Image

VR is Not Cinema

Moderator Petar Mitrić
Producer / Film Festival Curator

Moderator Igor Stanojević
Filmmaker / Beldocs IDFF Curator

Moderator Petar Mitrić
Producer / Film Festival Curator

Belonging to a generation that developed its expression in
the shadow of the late greats of the seventh art, Claire Simon
went from a self-taught author of independent short films,
editor, camera person and actress to a writer/director. On the
occasion of her retrospective, a conversation about the truth
in a documentary film, the choice of topic, the importance of
space, work with characters, humanism and a personal view of
contemporary documentary film.

Through examples from his own work, with a particular focus
on the film Poisons, Mako Sajko will provide an insight into
his methodology, visual approach to reality and the process of
making films only from shaped images.

“A lot of different people can make VR. VR can be done by
artists, people who work on games, people from theater. That
is why it is interesting. VR is an artistic way to share experience.
It is more than a story”, said Jan Kounen, who will talk about
the difference between classical film and VR, about filming
Ayahuasca and technical tools he used in a shooting. He will
also refer to the documentary side of VR and above all mental
projection within.

Claire Simon is a prolific French director, writer,
actress, director of photography and editor born
in London in 1955. She divides her work between
fiction and documentary with the same dedication,
often blurring the lines between the two within
the same film. Simon’s focus is without a doubt
anthropocentric – for her, cinema is a way to examine
reality closely and her work is often characterized as
belonging to the cinéma-vérité. She – always with
the utmost respect – gives voice to those who need
it - teenagers, women, immigrants. She makes films
with a distinctive fluidity and delicacy; the various
realities presented in her work are complex, authentic,
and textured, while this is achieved with the most
straightforward and sincere of cinematic means.

Mako Sajko, born in 1927, one of the greatest
Slovenian directors of documentary films, graduated
from Belgrade Theater and Film Academy in the class
of professor Slavko Vorkapić. He was among the first
formally educated film directors in Slovenia. In the
60s and 70s, he directed short documentaries, many
of which were awarded. His films often disturbed the
socialist government of ex-Yugoslavia. Some were
censored and never screened at that time. Among
them is the short documentary National Costume
(1975) that was prohibited from any public screening.
After this event Mako Sajko stopped filming. He
devoted himself to film education. A longtime awaited
recognition came in 2009 when he received the
Badjura award, the most important professional
award for filmmakers in Slovenia.

Jan Kounen, director, screenwriter, and producer
graduated filmmaking from School of Decorative
Arts in Nice. In 1996, he made his first feature film
on the eccentric and violent dog breed Dobermann,
starring Vincent Cassel and Monica Belucci. After
the controversial Dobermann film, Jan Kounen
traveled across Mexico and Peru, where he immersed
in shaman culture and returned in 2004 with the
western Blueberry and documentaries Other Worlds
and Darshan – The Embrace. His other feature films
include Coco Chanel & Igor Stravinsky, the closing
film of Cannes Film Festival in 2009, Vape Wave
and the latest My Cousin. He developed three VR
experiences, Ayahuasca – A Kosmic Journey, inspired
by his South American travels, -22.7° C created from
the sound of Greenland and Seven Lives, the soul
voyage.
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